For lack of composability of their morphisms, probability spaces, and hence probabilistic automata, fail to form categories; however, they t into the more general framework of precategories, which are introduced and studied here. In particular, the notion of adjunction and weak adjunction for precategories is presented and justi ed in detail. As an immediate bene t, a concept of (weak) product for precategories is obtained. Thus, universal properties can be used for characterizing well-known basic constructions in the theory of probabilistic automata: The aggregation of two automata is shown to be a weak product, whereas restriction and interconnection of automata are recognized as Cartesian lifts. Finally, we establish that the precategory of decision trees is core exive in the precategory of probabilistic automata.
Introduction
Until recently, structures that are weaker than categories have been largely ignored in the literature, with the exception of Ehresmann's work on multiplicative graphs (see e.g. Ehresmann (1965) ), which was continued e.g. in Coppey (1976) and Coppey (1980) . In Schr oder and and , the notions of composition graph and semicategory were used to construct extensions of categories. Parallel to this, precategories where introduced in to provide universal characterizations of constructions in the theory of probabilistic automata; precategories can be regarded as composition graphs that satisfy additional axioms, concerning identities and the degree of associativity, which typically hold when the objects in question are structured sets.
In Schr oder (1999), a notion of adjointness for functors between multiplicative graphs was introduced and justi ed by suitable characterization theorems. This theory is extended here to include weak adjunctions, i.e. cases where the universal property holds only for arrows that satisfy additional conditions; this level of generality is needed to deal with independent products in the precategories of probability spaces respectively probabilistic automata. Thus, the universal characterizations of aggregation, restriction and interconnection of probabilistic automata given in , and a characterization of several constructions that relate di erent probabilistic models such as probabilistic automata and decision trees, are put on a sound theoretical basis.
To begin, we introduce composition graphs and precategories. Using the couniversal property of the evaluation functor, we obtain a generalization of the notion of functor cat-egory, and hence of the notion of natural transformation, to the setting of precategories. This leads directly to a Lawvere-type comma construction for precategories, which in turn provides a satisfactory generalization of the notion of adjointness: Calling functors F and G adjoint i the comma precategory of G-structured arrow is concretely isomorphic to the comma precategory of F-costructured arrows, one has characterizations of adjointness by universal arrows as well as by adjoint situations. Weak adjunctions are then de ned by requiring concrete isomorphy of suitable subgraphs of the said comma precategories.
Having thus established the`precategory-theoretical' background, we introduce the precategory of probability spaces; the independent product of two probability spaces provides a rst example of a weak adjunction. An analogous result holds in the precategory PA of generative probabilistic automata, the de nition of which of course depends on that of probability spaces; the corresponding independent product is the desired aggregation of two automata. Furthermore, we recognize restriction and interconnection of automata as Cartesian lifts. Finally, we show that accessible probabilistic automata and decision trees, respectively, form core exive subprecategories of PA.
Composition Graphs and Precategories
We recall the basic notions of the theory of composition graphs as developed in Schr oder De nition 2.1. A composition graph is a graph A with a partial binary operation, called composition and denoted by (f; g) 7 ! fg, such that d(fg) = dg, c(fg) = cf, and df = cg, whenever fg is de ned. A is called (i) strongly identitive if, for each f in A, fdf and cff are de ned and equal to f; (ii) well-associative if, whenever fg and gh are de ned in A, then the equation f(gh) = (fg)h holds strongly (i.e. whenever one side is de ned, then so is the other, and both sides are equal); (iii) a precategory if A is both strongly identitive and well-associative.
A functor between composition graphs is a graph morphism F such that FfFg is de ned and equal to F(fg) whenever fg is de ned. Subobjects (in the most general sense) in the quasicategory of composition graphs and functors will be called subgraphs.
Obviously, every category is a precategory. Strongly identitive composition graphs were introduced by C. Ehresmann (cf. Ehresmann (1965) ), who called them multiplicative graphs or neocategories. Applications of composition graphs, in particular the more restrictive semicategories, and some more details can be found in Schr oder and .
We call a functor initial if it is an initial (or Cartesian) morphism in the concrete quasicategory of composition graphs and functors over the quasicategory of graphs. A functor F is initial in this sense i for each triple (f; g; h) of morphisms such that cf = ch, dg = dh, and cg = df, fg is de ned and equal to h if FfFg is de ned and equal to Fh (`F re ects commutative triangles'). Initial functors between strongly identitive composition graphs are automatically faithful. Note that, if F : A ! B is an initial functor and B is a category, then A is a precategory.
A composition graph with an initial forgetful functor is called concrete; a concrete subgraph of a concrete composition graph is an initial subgraph with the forgetful functor inherited by restriction. We will exclusively be concerned here with composition graphs that are concrete over Set; hence we shall restrict the exposition to precategories.
However, almost all results can be adapted to the setting of merely strongly identitive composition graphs.
Functor Graphs
It is well known that the category Cat of small categories and functors is Cartesian closed (cf. Ad amek et al. (1990) ); the associated power objects are the functor categories. Similarly, the category siCgr of small strongly identitive composition graphs and functors is Cartesian closed, and the power objects in this category do indeed generalize functor categories. A description of these power objects, which we call functor graphs, can already be found in Coppey (1976) . Surprisingly, strong identitivity plays a central role in this context; in fact, strong identitivity of the functor graph translates directly into functoriality of the objects and naturality of the morphisms. We proceed directly to the de nition of functor graphs the realm of precategories, where things remain reasonably simple:
De nition 3.1. Let is a morphism in (F; G) (for the latter, it is su cient that one of the terms f 3 F(a 2 a 1 ) and G(b 2 b 1 )f 1 be de ned); i.e. the underlying functor of (F; G) is initial. In particular, any concrete graph morphism between two comma categories over A B, i.e. any graph morphism that commutes with the underlying functors, is already an initial functor.
Composition graphs of the form (F; C) and (C; G) can be treated as special cases (namely, as (F; id C ) respectively (id C ; G)); the notation for the objects can be simpli ed here: Objects of (C; G) are G-structured morphisms (f; B), where f : C ! GB, and objects of (F; C) are F-costructured morphisms (A; f), where f : FA ! C.
Adjunctions
The generalization of the concept of an adjunction to the setting of composition graphs is not quite as unambiguous as the situation with functor graphs. All of the classical de nitions pose severe di culties in this context:
The de nitions via universal arrows respectively adjoint situations (cf. Ad amek et al. (1990) ) are not easily translated, since it is not clear in what sense the involved equations should be required to hold (weakly, strongly, etc.) . Moreover, it would be desirable to have an equivalence between these two de nitions; this apparently cannot be obtained with any of the naive generalizations, since the respective proofs use compositions that do not occur in the said equations.
On the other hand, a de nition via natural isomorphy of hom-`functors' (which in the more general setting turn into mere graph morphisms into the category of sets and partial maps) does lead to a very strong concept, from which universal arrows as well as adjoint situations can be derived. This approach, however, has the crucial disadvantage that the existence of a thus de ned adjoint functor between two composition graphs implies a rather strong form of associativity on both sides; hence it is not suitable for a setting with little or no associativity requirements.
An alternative de nition which is strong enough to produce universal arrows, adjoint situations, and even an equivalence between these concepts (when properly de ned), and which at the same time is general enough to be applied to arbitrary composition graphs, is proposed in Schr oder (1999) . It is based on the lesser-known observation that two functors G : A ! B and F : B ! A between categories A and B form an adjoint pair i there exists a concrete isomorphism between (F; A) and (B; G) (cf. Herrlich and Strecker (1979), 27O.) . This is in fact visually so similar to the de nition by hom-functors that one might be tempted to replace the old motto`do everything via hom-functors' by`do everything via the comma construction'.
In this context, we need a weakened concept of adjointness which can handle situations where the universal property of the units holds only with certain restrictions, i.e. where only structured morphisms with additional properties factor through the units. The approach via comma graphs turns out to be readily adaptable to this problem: Instead of an isomorphism between the full comma graphs (B; G) and (A; F), one has an isomorphism between suitable subgraphs.
To formulate the adjointness theorem, we need a certain amount of terminology:
De nition 4.1. Let F : A ! C and G : B ! C be functors between precategories, and let K be a subclass of Ob (F; G). An object S = (A; f; B) 2 K is called All of these terms will also be used for subgraphs K of (F; G); e.g. K will be called stable if Ob K is stable.
Note that the word`(F,G)-strictly', but not the word`(F,G)-partially', can be left out without altering the meaning. hand`almost' form a`factorization structure' (a notion that has yet to be de ned) on (F; G); i.e. the required factorizations and unique diagonals exist. Closedness under isomorphisms is, of course, missing; this problem is somewhat di cult to settle in general, because a canonical de nition of an isomorphism in a composition graph is not yet available. In practice, however, it is often clear what should be regarded as an isomorphism, and in these cases, the closure of the said construction under composition with such isomorphisms can surely be regarded as a factorization structure.
The above-de ned wellcomposability conditions can be restated in terms of the existence of certain objects and morphisms in (F; G): The condition that, say, Ggf as in the above de nition is de ned and in K is equivalent to the existence of a morphism (g; id) : (A; f; B) ! T in (F; G) with T 2 K, whereby T is, of course, uniquely determined; the remaining conditions are easily translated along the same lines. In particular, stability of K just means that any morphism (a; b) between K-objects factors in (F; G) as (a; id)(id; b) via a K-object. These observations make the following lemma more or less trivial:
Lemma 4.6. Let The other equation is shown dually.
(iii) ) (ii) in Theorem 4.9: To show the universal property of ( B ; FB) for B 2 Ob B, let f : B ! GA be a G-structured morphism in K. Then the terms f = (G" A GA )f = G" A ( GA f) = G" A (GF f B ) are de ned; by strong K-partial G-wellcomposability of ( B ; FB), this implies that " A Ff is de ned and extends f as required. Dually, " A F(G f B ) = f is de ned for each F-costructured morphism f : FB ! A in L; hence de nedness of G f B = f implies f = " A Ff, i.e. the factorization is unique.
Combining this observation with Theorem 4.9 and Lemma 4.6 (vi) (and recalling the constructions in the respective proofs), we obtain the characterization theorem for proper' adjointness as in Schr oder (1999) The de nedness condition for is shown analogously.
(iii))(ii): Denoting by L the full concrete subgraph of (B; G) spanned by L, we de ne a concrete functor : K ! L on objects by (f; A) = ( A f; A); note that A f is de ned by assumption. Analogously, using instead of , we de ne : L ! K. It is clear that and are mutually inverse on objects.
To see that is actually a concrete functor, is su ces to show that is a concrete graph morphism. To this end, let (b; a) : (f 1 ; A 1 ) ! (f 2 ; A 2 ) be a morphism in K, i.e. Remark 4.21. While the de nition of a natural isomorphism is somewhat di cult in the general context, as the above theorem demonstrates, in many precategories this will not be a problem at all, namely in the quite common case that any morphism with a left and right inverse is composable with arbitrary morphisms on both sides. In this situation, the reference to K in the above de nition is, of course, redundant; i.e. a natural isomorphism can just be de ned as a natural transformation with a twosided inverse. This completes our theoretical considerations; we now turn to the applications in the area of probabilistic systems.
Probability Presentations
Recall that a probability space in all its generality is a triple ( ; B;P), where is a nonempty set (the outcome space), B is a -algebra over , and P is a probability measure on B (see for instance Halmos (1950) ). However, for the purpose of studying nite or even countable automata, it su ces to work with the following notion of a (countable) probability presentation.
De nition 5.1. A probability presentation is a pair ( ; p) where is a countable nonempty set and p : ! R + 0 is a map such that P !2 p(!) = 1. For a subset B of , we denote the value P !2B p(!) by P(B); where not otherwise stated, we will use the letters p and P indistinctly for all probability presentations.
Obviously, every such probability presentation ( ; p) induces a probability space with -algebra P ; conversely, a probability presentation can be speci ed by the data ( ; P).
As discussed in , in order to obtain the desired universal characterizations of the aggregation, restriction, and interconnection of probabilistic automata, one should de ne morphisms between probability presentations as follows:
De nition 5.2. A probability presentation morphism (or just a morphism) f : ( 1 ; p 1 ) ! ( 2 ; p 2 ) is a map f : 1 ! 2 such that P 1 (Bjf( 1 )) = P(f ?1 (B)) for each B 2 . The precategory of probability presentations and their morphisms is denoted by Prob, the obvious forgetful functor to Set by Out (for`outcome space').
Unlike the classical measure preserving transformations as de ned e.g. in Halmos (1950) , which are always probabilistically surjective, this de nition allows the formation of actual subspaces of probability spaces; in the case of probabilistically surjective maps, the two de nitions coincide. However, while measure preserving transformations behave well with respect to composition, probability presentation morphisms need not compose:
Although both f and g are probability presentation morphisms, gf is not; i.e. Prob
is not a category.
Since we only consider countable outcome spaces, it is su cient to check the morphism condition pointwise; i.e. we have the following criterion:
Lemma 5.3. Let ( 1 ; p 1 ); ( 2 ; p 2 ) be probability presentations, and let f : 1 ! 2 be a map. Then f : ( 1 ; p 1 ) ! ( 2 ; p 2 ) is a morphism i p 2 (!)=P 2 (f( 1 )) = P 1 (f ?1 (!)) for each ! 2 f( 1 ).
The composability properties discussed in Section 4 can be conveniently characterized in Prob: De nition 5.4. Let ( 1 ; p 1 ) and ( 2 ; p 2 ) be probability presentations, and let f : 1 ! Independent products and conditional probabilities We now present some universal constructions in Prob that are going to be useful for combining probabilistic automata.
We recall the classical de nition of the product of two probability spaces:
De nition 5.6. Let ( 1 ; p 1 ) and ( 2 ; p 2 ) be probability presentations. The independent product of ( 1 ; p 1 ) and ( 2 ; p 2 ) is the probability presentation ( 1 2 ; p 12 ), where p 12 (! 1 ; ! 2 ) = p 1 (! 1 )p 2 (! 2 ).
By de nition, a precategory A has (binary) products i the diagonal functor : A ! A 2 is coadjoint. Now it is easy to see that Prob does not have products in this sense; however, : Prob ! Prob 2 is partially coadjoint w.r.t. a suitable subgraph of ( ; Prob 2 ), and the associated couniversal arrow for a pair of probability presentations is indeed their independent product.
De nition 5.7. A 2-source (i.e. a -costructured morphism) (f 1 ; f 2 ) in Prob is called independent if P(f ?1 1 (B 1 ) \ f ?1 2 (B 2 )) = P(f ?1 1 (B 1 )) P(f ?1 2 (B 2 )) for all subsets B 1 and B 2 of the respective codomains. The full concrete subgraph of ( ; Prob 2 ) spanned by all independent 2-sources is denoted by Ind. Proposition 5.8. Let S = (f 1 ; f 2 ) be an independent 2-source, and let g i f i be a morphism, i = 1; 2; then (g 1 f 1 ; g 2 f 2 ) is an independent 2-source.
Proof. Let B i be a subset of the codomain of g i , i = 1; 2. Corollary 5.9. Ind is a stable subgraph of ( ; Prob 2 ). Lemma 5.10. Let (f 1 ; f 2 ) be an independent 2-source with domain ( ; p); then P 12 (f 1 ( ) f 2 ( ) n hf 1 ; f 2 i ( Theorem 5.11. Independent products are Ind-partial -couniversal arrows; i.e. is Ind-partially coadjoint. Proof. By Corollary 5.9, Ind is stable. Let ( 1 ; p 1 ) and ( 2 ; p 2 ) be probability presentations; denote the usual product projections of their independent product by 1 , 2 .
Then the 2-source P = ( 1 ; 2 ) is independent by construction.
Factorization property: Let (f 1 ; f 2 ) be an independent 2-source with domain ( ; p) and codomains ( 1 ; p 1 ) and ( 2 ; p 2 ). We have to show that the map f = hf 1 ; f 2 i : ( ; p) ! ( 1 2 ; p 12 ) is a morphism. Now for (! 1 ; ! 2 ) 2 f( ), we have P(f ?1 (! 1 ; ! 2 )) = P(f ?1
P 12 (f( )) ; where the last equality was obtained by Lemma 5.10. Hence, by Lemma 5.3, f is a morphism in Prob.
P is Ind-strictly Prob 2 -wellcomposable: Let g i be a morphism with domain ( i ; p i ), i = 1; 2. Then g i i is de ned by Proposition 5.5, and by Lemma 5.8, (g 1 1 ; g 2 2 ) is an independent 2-source.
P is strongly Ind-partially -cowellcomposable: Let g and h be morphisms in Prob such that ( 1 g; 2 g) and S = (( 1 g)h; ( 2 g)h) are independent 2-sources. Now gh is the factorization of S on the level of maps, and hence is a morphism by (i).
Restrictions of probabilistic automata will require the formation of Cartesian lifts in Prob; for the time being, we stick to a de nition carried over verbatim from category theory:
De nition 5.12. Let Proposition 5.13. Let ( ; p) be a probability presentation, and let m : 0 , ! be an inclusion in Set such that P( 0 ) > 0. Then ( 0 ; p 0 ), where p 0 (!) = P(f!gj 0 ), is a Cartesian lift of (m; ( ; p)) w.r.t. Out.
Proof. m : ( 0 ; m 0 ) ! ( ; p) is a morphism by construction. Now let ( 1 ; p 1 ) be a probability presentation, and let h : 1 ! 0 be a map such that m h : ( 1 ; p 1 ) ! ( ; p) is a morphism; we have to verify that h : ( 1 ; p 1 ) ! ( 0 ; p 0 ) is a morphism. Now for ! 2 h( 1 ), we have P 1 (h ?1 (!)) = P 1 ((mh) ?1 (!)) = P(f!gjmh( 1 )) = p 0 (!)P ( 0 ) P 0 (h( 1 ))P ( 0 ) = P 0 (f!gjh( 1 )):
6. The precategory of generative discrete probabilistic automata
We now provide the above mentioned universal characterization of the aggregation, interconnection, and restriction of generative probabilistic automata. As discussed in van Glabeek et al. (1995) , the latter constitute a more general model than the classical reactive model Rabin (1963) , since, in addition to the relative probabilities of transitions under the same action, they contain information about the relative probabilities of transitions under di erent actions. For further details and comparisons of these models see van Glabeek et al. (1995) . Generative probabilistic automata are used as a semantic model of probabilistic concurrent programs (van Glabeek et al. 1995) and, in the more restrictive form of (a simpli ed type of) decision trees, in machine learning and knowledge representation (Pinto et al. 1999 The full subprecategory of PA spanned by all accessible automata is denoted by AcPA.
Combining probabilistic automata
We now turn our attention to three basic mechanisms for combining probabilistic automata: aggregation, action restriction and interconnection. These concepts extend the corresponding de nitions for classical (non-probabilistic) automata or transition systems, as explored for example in Winskel and Nielsen (1995) . The use of such constructions within probabilistic systems, without the universal characterizations, is already present in van Glabeek et al. (1995) .
Aggregation
It is now straightforward to de ne the independent product of two automata:
De nition 6.5. A 2-source (f 1 ; f 2 ) with domain (A; S; ) in PA is called independent if the restriction of (f 1 f 1 ; f 2 f 2 ) to s is independent in Prob for each s 2 S. The full concrete subgraph of ( ; PA 2 ) spanned by all independent 2-sources is denoted by IndA. Proposition 6.6. is IndA-partially coadjoint; the IndA-partial -couniversal arrow for a pair of automata M i = (A i ; S i ; i ), i = 1; 2, is their independent product, given by (S 1 S 2 ; A 1 A 2 ; ), where T s1s2 = T s1 1 T s2 2 and s1s2 is the independent product of s1 1 and s2 2 in Prob, together with the natural projections.
Proof. Straightforward, using Theorem 5.11. This product can be regarded as the free aggregation of M 1 and M 2 , which we denote by M 1 kM 2 . Interaction between two automata will modeled as a restriction of their free aggregation.
Restriction and Interconnection
We now construct action restrictions of generative probabilistic automata as Cartesian lifts.
Let Alph : PA ! Set denote the functor that maps each probabilistic automaton M = (A; S; ) to its alphabet A. So if we want to impose some interaction, for instance a calling interaction where an action a 1 of an automaton M 1 is only allowed in connection with an action a 2 of an automaton M 2 , we have to compute the Cartesian lift of a suitable inclusion of alphabets. In the restricted alphabet, a 1 should always go together with a 2 ; the other pairs involving a 1 are dropped. Therefore, we reach the following notion of interconnection by action calling:
De nition 6.9. Let which, again by virtue of the fact that the " w are isomorphisms, is a morphism; since obviously "f = f, we have the factorization required by the couniversal property.
Remark 7.6. By Remark 4.15, DT is also a core exive subprecategory of PA.
Conclusions
The de nition of adjointness in precategories, which was chosen for purely theoretical reasons, does describe several well-known constructions in the theory of probabilistic automata in an adequate manner; in this way, the theoretical basis for the said constructions is broadened, and the uni ed approach thus provided facilitates the extension of these and possibly other concepts to di erent settings. Further applications might conceivably be found in the areas of probability theory and stochastic processes.
